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Abstract
Main goal of this paper is to generalize Hadamard’s real part the-
orem and invariant forms of Borel-Carathe´odory’s theorem from com-
plex analysis to solutions of the Riesz system in the three-dimensional
Euclidean space in the framework of quaternionic analysis.
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1 Introduction
The study of estimates for complex analytic functions and their derivatives is
rich from a purely mathematical point of view and provides an indispensable
and powerful tool for solving a wide range of problems arising in applica-
tions. The estimates in matter, known as ”real part theorems”, attracted
the attention of many complex analysts since the classical Hadamard’s real
part theorem (1892). Its great importance in complex analysis is our main
motivation to look for a plausible higher dimensional analogue in the context
of quaternionic analysis.
The analysis of the growth and local behavior of holomorphic functions
in one and several complex variables occupies a special place in complex
function theory and has a wide range of applications. Concrete applications
arise, for instance, in complex dynamics, boundary value problems and par-
tial differential equations theory or other fields of physics and engineering.
Excellent contributions to this subject have been made, in particular, by
Hadamard [23], Landau [31], Wiman [47], Jensen [27], Koebe [28], Borel [4],
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M. Riesz [42], Littlewood [34], Titchmarsh [46], Rajagopal [41], Elkins [15],
Holland [25], Hayman [24], Levin [33] and Kresin and Maz’ya [30]. Being
such a classical object of analysis it became recently more and more impor-
tant to perform an analogous study in higher dimensions and/or for other
partial differential equations. One natural higher dimensional generalization
of complex analysis can be realized by the theory of (monogenic) functions
with values in a Clifford algebra that satisfy generalized Cauchy-Riemann or
Dirac systems. This approach is nowadays called Clifford analysis. To aid
the reader, see [5, 11, 12, 13, 14] for more complete accounts of this subject
and related topics. We restrict ourselves in the present paper to the case
of monogenic functions defined in a ball of R3 with values in the reduced
quaternions (identified with R3). This class of functions coincides with the
solutions of the well known Riesz system and shows more analogies to com-
plex holomorphic functions than the more general class of quaternion-valued
functions.
According to our current knowledge many central questions concerning
the growth and local behavior within the framework of Clifford analysis
remain untouched so far. In a series of papers [19, 20, 21] the authors
obtained various pointwise inequalities for a class of monogenic functions
in a ball with the scalar part of the function on the right-hand side of the
inequality. We refer to these inequalities as ”real part theorems” in honor
to the first assertion of such a kind, the classical (improved) Hadamard’s
real part theorem. A lot of results and extended list of references concerning
these and other types of inequalities for monogenic functions, as well as their
different modifications, can be found in [38] Ch.3. The main disadvantage of
the mentioned papers was that for a monogenic function defined in a ball of
radius r the real part estimates could be only proved in a ball of radius r/2.
Here, we get these estimates with improved constants in the whole domain
of the monogenic function.
The paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries, Section 3
studies a convenient orthogonal polynomial system of homogeneous mono-
genic polynomials defined in R3 with values in the reduced quaternions,
deeply exploited in [38]. It will be shown that this system can be viewed as
analogue to the complex case of the Fourier exponential functions {einθ}n≥0
on the unit circle, related to the well known Legendre and Chebyshev poly-
nomials. Based on this system we proceed with the construction of higher
dimensional counterparts for Hadamard type inequalities and of Borel-Cara-
the´odory inequalities for monogenic functions with values in the reduced
quaternions. As a consequence, we obtain asymptotic relations between
the Euclidean norms of a reduced quaternion-valued monogenic function
f and its scalar part, as well as between the Euclidean norms of the (hy-
percomplex) derivative of f and the scalar part of f . In addition to that,
estimates for a reduced quaternion-valued monogenic function in terms of
various characteristics of its scalar part are also established.
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2 Basic notions
As it is well known, a holomorphic function f(z) = u(x, y)+ iv(x, y) defined
in an open domain of the complex plane, satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann sys-
tem {
∂xu = ∂yv
∂yu = −∂xv .
As in the case of two variables, we may characterize the analogue of
the Cauchy-Riemann system in an open domain of the Euclidean space R3.
More precisely, consider a vector-valued function f∗ = (u0, u1, u2) whose
components ui = ui(x0, x1, x2) are real functions of real variables x0, x1, x2
for which 

2∑
i=0
∂xiui = 0
∂xjui − ∂xiuj = 0 (i 6= j, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 2)
or, equivalently, in a more compact form:{
div f∗ = 0
rot f∗ = 0
. (1)
This 3-tuple f∗ is said to be a system of conjugate harmonic functions
in the sense of Stein-Weiss [45], and system (1) is called the Riesz system,
which physically describes the velocity field of a stationary flow of a non-
compressible fluid without sources and sinks.
The system (1) can be obtained naturally by working with the quater-
nionic algebra. LetH := {a = a0 + a1e1 + a2e2 + a3e3, ai ∈ R, i = 0, 1, 2, 3}
be the algebra of the real quaternions, where the imaginary units ei (i =
1, 2, 3) are subject to the multiplication rules
e21 = e
2
2 = e
2
3 = −1,
e1e2 = e3 = −e2e1, e2e3 = e1 = −e3e2, e3e1 = e2 = −e1e3.
The real number Sc(a) := a0 and the vector Vec(a) := a1e1+a2e2+a3e3
are the scalar and vector part of a, respectively. Analogously to the complex
case, the conjugate of a is the quaternion a = a0 − a1e1 − a2e2 − a3e3. The
norm of a is given by |a| = √aa, and coincides with its corresponding
Euclidean norm, as a vector in R4.
In what follows we consider the subset A := spanR{1, e1, e2} of H. Its
elements are called reduced quaternions. The real vector space R3 is em-
bedded in A via the identification
x := (x0, x1, x2) ∈ R3 ↔ x := x0 + x1e1 + x2e2 ∈ A.
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We denote by x the vectorial part of the reduced quaternion x, that is,
x := x1e1 + x2e2. Also, we emphasize that A is a real vectorial subspace,
but not a sub-algebra, of H.
Let Ω be an open subset of R3 with a piecewise smooth boundary. A
reduced quaternion-valued function or, briefly, an A-valued function is a
mapping f : Ω −→ A such that
f(x) = [f(x)]0 +
2∑
i=1
[f(x)]iei, x ∈ Ω,
where the coordinate-functions [f ]i (i = 0, 1, 2) are real-valued functions
defined in Ω. Properties such as continuity, differentiability or integrability
are ascribed coordinate-wise. We will work with the real-linear Hilbert space
of square integrable A-valued functions defined in Ω, that we denote by
L2(Ω;A;R). The real-valued inner product is defined by
< f ,g >L2(Ω;A;R)=
∫
Ω
Sc(f g) dV , (2)
where dV denotes the Lebesgue measure in R3. We denote further by BR :=
BR(0) the ball of radius R in R
3 centered at the origin and SR = ∂BR its
boundary. We remark that in the case R = 1 we omit R in the notations.
For continuously real-differentiable functions f : Ω −→ A, we consider
the (reduced) quaternionic operator
D = ∂x0 + e1 ∂x1 + e2 ∂x2 (3)
which is called generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator on R3. In the same
way, we define the conjugate quaternionic Cauchy-Riemann operator by
D = ∂x0 − e1 ∂x1 − e2 ∂x2 . (4)
The main objects of study in quaternionic analysis are the so-called
monogenic functions which may be broadly described as null-solutions of the
generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator D. More precisely, a continuously
real-differentiable A-valued function f in Ω is called monogenic in Ω if it
fulfills the equation Df = 0 in Ω.
Remark 2.1. For a continuously real-differentiable scalar-valued function
the application of the operator D coincides with the usual gradient, grad.
Definition 2.1. A continuously real-differentiable A-valued function f is
called anti-monogenic in Ω if Df = 0 in Ω.
Remark 2.2. It is not necessary to distinguish between left and right mono-
genic (resp., anti-monogenic) in the case of A-valued functions because Df =
0 (resp., Df = 0) implies fD = 0 (resp., fD = 0) and vice versa.
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Remark 2.3. For f ∈ C1(Ω;A) it holds Df = 0 ⇔ Df = 0. This prop-
erty is analogous to the complex case and is very different from the general
situation of H-valued monogenic functions. In our point of view this is one
of the arguments to accept the class of A-valued monogenic functions as a
good generalization of the class of holomorphic functions in the plane.
Remark 2.4. The generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator (3) and its con-
jugate (4) factorize the 3-dimensional Laplace operator, in the sense that
∆3f = DDf = DDf , whenever f ∈ C2, which implies that any monogenic
function is also a harmonic function. This factorization of the Laplace op-
erator establishes a special relationship between quaternionic analysis and
harmonic analysis wherein monogenic functions refine the properties of har-
monic functions.
Definition 2.2. (Hypercomplex derivative, see [16, 37, 44]) Let f be a con-
tinuously real-differentiable A-valued monogenic function in Ω. The expres-
sion (12D)f is called hypercomplex derivative of f in Ω.
Definition 2.3. (Hyperholomorphic constant) A continuously real-differen-
tiable A-valued monogenic function f with an identically vanishing hyper-
complex derivative is called hyperholomorphic constant.
Consider now the vector field f∗ = ([f ]0,−[f ]1,−[f ]2) associated to an
A-valued function f . The Riesz system (1) can be written as
(R)


∂x0 [f ]0 −
2∑
i=1
∂xi [f ]i = 0
∂xj [f ]i + ∂xi [f ]j = 0 (i 6= j, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 2)
or, in a more compact form as Df = fD = 0.
Following [32], the solutions of the system (R) are called (R)-solutions.
The subspace L2(Ω;A;R)∩ kerD of polynomial (R)-solutions of degree n is
denoted by M+(Ω;A;n). In [32], it is shown that the space M+(Ω;A;n)
has dimension 2n + 3. We denote further by M+(Ω;A) = L2(Ω;A;R) the
space of square integrable A-valued monogenic functions defined in Ω.
3 A complete orthonormal set of homogeneous
polynomial solutions of the Riesz system in R3
As is well-known, the Taylor expansion of a complex-valued holomorphic
function in the unit disk D ⊂ C can be seen also as its Fourier expansion
with respect to the orthonormal system
{√
n+1
pi
zn
}
n∈N
, where the complex
powers zn are functions of the real variables x and y satisfying the properties:
1. The functions (x+ iy)n are homogeneous holomorphic polynomials;
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2. Homogeneous holomorphic polynomials of different order are orthog-
onal in L2(D);
3. The real parts of the basis functions are orthogonal in L2(D);
4. The real and imaginary parts of the basis functions are mutually or-
thogonal in L2(D);
5. It holds ∂zz
n = nzn−1, i.e., the differentiation of the basis functions
delivers again basis functions.
While in the complex case the characterization of a holomorphic function
by its Taylor or Fourier series expansions seems to be the same in principle,
these two series expansions are essentially different in the quaternionic case.
The reason is that the Taylor expansion with respect to the Fueter variables
zi = xi − x0ei, i = 1, 2 does in general not give orthogonal summands (see
[5] and [38] Ch.2 for a special approach). If the aforementioned ideas are to
be adapted to the quaternionic setting then the natural choice is a conve-
nient system of homogeneous monogenic polynomials that will replace the
previous system in the case of a Fourier series expansion and such that the
previous properties are also regarded. We realize that the discussion about
such an extension has originated many questions. A broad description of
the most of the different approaches taken in this work together with other
related results can be found in the books [5, 17] and the references therein.
In ([7], Ch.3) and [8], special R-linear and H-linear complete orthonormal
systems ofH-valued homogeneous monogenic polynomials defined in the unit
ball of R3 are explicitly constructed (R3 → R4 case). The main idea of such
constructions is the already referred factorization of the Laplace operator
by DD. Partially motivated by these results we deal in the following with
a convenient system of polynomial solutions of the Riesz system (R3 → R3
case), exploited in [38]. It will be shown that this system is analogous to
the complex case of the Fourier exponential functions {einθ}n≥0 on the unit
circle and constitutes an extension of the role of the well known Legendre
and Chebyshev polynomials.
For a detailed description we introduce spherical coordinates,
x0 = r cos θ1, x1 = r sin θ1 cos θ2, x2 = r sin θ1 sin θ2,
where 0 < r < ∞, 0 < θ1 ≤ pi, 0 < θ2 ≤ 2pi. Each point x = (x0, x1, x2) ∈
R
3\{0} admits a unique representation x = rω, where for each i = 0, 1, 2
ωi =
xi
r
and |ω| = 1. The strategy adopted is the following: we start by
considering the set of homogeneous harmonic polynomials
{rn+1U ln+1, rn+1V mn+1, l = 0, . . . , n+ 1, m = 1, . . . , n+ 1}n∈N0 (5)
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formed by the extensions in the ball of the 2n+3 linearly independent spher-
ical harmonics
U ln+1(θ1, θ2) = P
l
n+1(cos θ1)Tl(cos θ2), l = 0, . . . , n+ 1 (6)
V mn+1(θ1, θ2) = P
m
n+1(cos θ1) sin θ2 Um−1(cos θ2), m = 1, . . . , n + 1.
Here, P ln+1 stands for the associated Legendre functions of degree n+1,
Tl and Um−1 are the Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kinds,
respectively. We remark that whenever l = 0, the corresponding associated
Legendre function P 0n+1(t) coincides with the Legendre polynomial Pn+1(t).
Remark 3.1. Throughout the paper we follow the notations of [43] where
{U ln, V mn : l = 0, . . . , n, m = 1, . . . , n} is used for the orthogonal basis (6)
of spherical harmonics in R3. Even though there are only a few differences
between the notations of U ln and the Chebyshev polynomials of the second
kind, Um−1, we will keep them in the following.
For the associated Legendre functions several estimates can be found in
the literature. From (e.g., [35] p.179) we get the upper bound
max
t∈[−1,1]
|Pmn (t)| ≤
1√
2
√
(n+m)!
(n−m)! , (7)
which is valid for m = 1, . . . , n.
A more detailed study of the Legendre polynomials and their associated
Legendre functions can be found, for example, in [2] and [43].
We now come to the aim of this section. As described, we apply for each
n ∈ N0, the operator 12D to the homogeneous harmonic polynomials in (5).
We obtain then the following set of homogeneous monogenic polynomials
{Xl,†n , Ym,†n : l = 0, . . . , n+ 1, m = 1, . . . , n+ 1}, (8)
with the notations
Xl,†n := r
nXln, Y
m,†
n := r
nYmn .
Although the polynomials X0,†n are built in terms of the Legendre poly-
nomials while Xm,†n are built in terms of the associated Legendre functions,
we will still include the treatment of the first into the general case whenever
this treatment remains the same.
The explicit expressions of the mentioned polynomials are given shortly
by
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Lemma 3.1. The homogenous monogenic polynomials (8) can be repre-
sented in the following way
Xl,†n := r
n
[
(n+ l + 1)
2
P ln(cos θ1)Tl(cos θ2)
+
1
4
P l+1n (cos θ1) [Tl+1(cos θ2)e1 + sin θ2 Ul(cos θ2)e2]
+
1
4
(n+ l + 1)(n + l)P l−1n (cos θ1) [−Tl−1(cos θ2)e1 + sin θ2 Ul−2(cos θ2)e2]
]
and
Ym,†n := r
n
[
(n+m+ 1)
2
Pmn (cos θ1) sin θ2 Um−1(cos θ2)
+
1
4
Pm+1n (cos θ1) [sin θ2 Um(cos θ2)e1 − Tm+1(cos θ2)e2]
− 1
4
(n+m+ 1)(n +m)Pm−1n (cos θ1) [sin θ2 Um−2(cos θ2)e1 + Tm−1(cos θ2)e2]
]
where l = 0, . . . , n + 1 and m = 1, . . . , n + 1. For a more unified formula-
tion we remind the reader that for the case l = 0 the associated Legendre
polynomial P−1n is defined by P
−1
n = − 1n(n+1)P 1n and the associated Legendre
functions P in are the zero function for i ≥ n+ 1.
Proof. The proof consists of simple, but very lengthy calculations combining
the results from [38] p.24, several recurrence properties of the Legendre
polynomials and their associated Legendre functions and some equations
between the Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kinds.
Taking a closer look at the structure of the corresponding formulae ob-
tained beforehand we observe that the coordinates of the constructed basis
polynomials are products of the Legendre functions (resp. Legendre polyno-
mials) and Chebyshev polynomials. If so, correspondingly one can also show
that these coordinates must have simple expressions in spherical harmon-
ics. The next proposition, a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1, shows these
relations. Besides their obvious importance these formulae also permit to
determine orthogonal relations between the coordinates of the corresponding
polynomials in a direct way but they are not needed in the present article
and will not be further discussed here.
Proposition 3.1. The homogenous monogenic polynomials (8) can be rep-
resented in the following way
X0,†n := r
n
[
(n + 1)
2
U0n +
1
2
U1ne1 +
1
2
V 1n e2
]
Xm,†n := r
n
[
(n +m+ 1)
2
Umn +
1
4
Rm,−n e1 +
1
4
Sm,+n e2
]
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Ym,†n := r
n
[
(n+m+ 1)
2
V mn +
1
4
Sm,−n e1 −
1
4
Rm,+n e2
]
with the notations
Rm,±n (θ1, θ2) := U
m+1
n ± (n+m+ 1)(n+m)Um−1n
Sm,±n (θ1, θ2) := V
m+1
n ± (n+m+ 1)(n +m)V m−1n ,
where m = 1, . . . , n + 1. For a more unified formulation we remind the
reader that the spherical harmonics Umn and V
m
n are the zero function for
m ≥ n+ 1.
In view of the practical applicability of the polynomial system (8), it
is interesting to know whether one can efficiently obtain explicit recurrence
rules which are plain to be integrated in a computational framework. Anal-
ogously to the results obtained in [3] by using a different approach, in the
following we introduce the conversion formulae between the polynomials in
use as a consequence of the previous proposition.
Proposition 3.2. For each n ∈ N0, the homogenous monogenic polynomials
(8) satisfy the following recurrence formulae:
X0,†
n
=
1
n+ 2
(
X1,†
n
e1 +Y
1,†
n
e2
)
Xm,†
n
= −n+m+ 1
2
(
Xm−1,†
n
e1 −Ym−1,†n e2
)
+
1
2(n+m+ 2)
(
Xm+1,†
n
e1 +Y
m+1,†
n
e2
)
Ym,†
n
= −n+m+ 1
2
(
Ym−1,†
n
e1 +X
m−1,†
n
e2
)
+
1
2(n+m+ 2)
(
Ym+1,†
n
e1 −Xm+1,†n e2
)
for m = 1, . . . , n + 1, where X0,†0 =
1
2 = X
1,†
0 e1 = Y
1,†
0 e2. For a more
unified formulation we remind the reader that Xm,†n and Y
m,†
n are the zero
function for m ≥ n+ 2.
Proof. The proof is a consequence of the previous proposition by direct
inspection of the relations between the coordinates of the basis polynomials
and the used spherical harmonics.
Remark 3.2. We can see in the proposition that X0,†n ,X
1,†
n ,Y
1,†
n define for
each degree n the initial values for the recurrence scheme. Solving the system
of the second and third equation of the proposition for Xm+1,†n ,Y
m+1,†
n we
get the desired recurrence formulae.
In what follows we state some properties of the basis polynomials. We
show that these polynomials preserve all properties of the powers z with
positive exponent described in the beginning of this section.
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Theorem 3.1. The homogeneous monogenic polynomials (8) satisfy the fol-
lowing properties:
1. Given a fixed n ∈ N0, we have the relations:
Sc(Xl,†n ) :=
(n+ l + 1)
2
U l,†n , l = 0, . . . , n+ 1
Sc(Ym,†n ) :=
(n+m+ 1)
2
V m,†n , m = 1, . . . , n+ 1;
2. For each n ∈ N0, the homogeneous monogenic polynomials of the set
(8) are orthogonal in L2(B;A;R);
3. For each n ∈ N0, the homogeneous harmonic polynomials in each of
the sets
{Sc(Xl,†n ), [Xl,†n ]1, [Xl,†n ]2 : l = 0, . . . , n+ 1}
{Sc(Ym,†n ), [Ym,†n ]1, [Ym,†n ]2 : m = 1, . . . , n+ 1}
are orthogonal in L2(B);
4. For each n ∈ N0, the homogeneous anti-monogenic polynomials
{grad(Sc(Xl,†n )), grad(Sc(Ym,†n )) : l = 0, . . . , n + 1, m = 1, . . . , n+ 1}
are orthogonal in L2(B;A;R);
5. For each n ∈ N0, the homogeneous anti-monogenic polynomials in each
of the sets
{grad(Sc(Xl,†n )), grad([Xl,†n ]1), grad([Xl,†n ]2) : l = 0, . . . , n+ 1}
{grad(Sc(Ym,†n )), grad([Ym,†n ]1), grad([Ym,†n ]2) : m = 1, . . . , n+ 1}
are orthogonal in L2(B;A;R);
6. For n ≥ 1, we have the identities:
(
1
2
D)Xl,†n = (n+ l + 1)X
l,†
n−1, l = 0, . . . , n+ 1
(
1
2
D)Ym,†n = (n+m+ 1)Y
m,†
n−1, m = 1, . . . , n + 1;
7. The polynomials Xn+1,†n and Y
n+1,†
n are hyperholomorphic constants.
Moreover, they are of the form
Xn+1,†n = −
e1
2
(n+ 1)(2n + 1)!! rn [(sin θ1)
n(cos θ2 + e3 sin θ2)
n]
Yn+1,†n = −
e2
2
(n+ 1)(2n + 1)!! rn [(sin θ1)
n(cos θ2 + e3 sin θ2)
n] .
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Proof. Statements 1. and 3. are direct consequences of Proposition 3.1.
Statement 2. may be found in [7]. For the proof of statement 4. we first
remind the reader that the application of the gradient on a scalar-valued
function is done just by applying the operator D. Having also in mind the
strategy adopted for the construction of the basis polynomials, we obtain
the following relations
grad(Sc(Xl,†n )) :=
(n+ l + 1)
2
X
l,†
n−1
grad(Sc(Ym,†n )) :=
(n+m+ 1)
2
Y
m,†
n−1,
for l = 0, . . . , n and m = 1, . . . , n, where grad(Sc(Xl,†n )) and grad(Sc(Y
m,†
n ))
are homogeneous polynomials belonging to the kernel of D. We remark
that grad(Sc(Xm,†n )) and grad(Sc(Y
m,†
n )) are the zero function for m =
n+1. Now, by definition of the real-valued inner product (2) and using the
previous expressions a direct computation shows that
< grad(Sc(Xl,†n ))), grad(Sc(Y
m,†
n ))) >L2(B;A;R)=
=
(n+ l + 1)(n +m+ 1)
4
< Xl,†n−1,Y
m,†
n−1 >L2(B;A;R) .
Taking into account the orthogonality of the set {Xl,†n ,Ym,†n , l = 0, . . . , n+
1, m = 1, . . . , n + 1} with respect to the real-inner product (2) (see state-
ment 3.) the orthogonality of the mentioned homogenous anti-monogenic
polynomials turns out. We proceed to prove statement 5. For simplicity we
just present the relations between the gradients of the coordinates of Xm,†n
(m = 1, . . . , n+1), the proofs for X0,†n and Y
m,†
n are similar. Using the same
arguments as before we obtain
grad(Sc(Xm,†n )) :=
(n+m+ 1)
2
X
m,†
n−1
grad([Xm,†n ]1) :=
1
4
X
m+1,†
n−1 −
(n+m+ 1)(n+m)
4
X
m−1,†
n−1
grad([Xm,†n ]2) :=
1
4
Y
m+1,†
n−1 +
(n+m+ 1)(n +m)
4
Y
m−1,†
n−1 .
Again, by definition of the real-valued inner product in L2(B;A;R) and
using the previous expressions a direct computation shows that
< grad(Sc(Xm,†n )), grad([X
m,†
n ]1) >L2(B;A;R)=
=
(n+m+ 1)
8
< Xm,†n−1,X
m+1,†
n−1 >L2(B;A;R)
+
(n+m+ 1)2(n+m)
8
< Xm,†n−1,X
m−1,†
n−1 >L2(B;A;R)
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< grad(Sc(Xm,†n )), grad([X
m,†
n ]2) >L2(B;A;R)=
=
(n+m+ 1)
8
< Xm,†n−1,Y
m+1,†
n−1 >L2(B;A;R)
− (n+m+ 1)
2(n+m)
8
< Xm,†n−1,Y
m−1,†
n−1 >L2(B;A;R)
< grad([Xm,†n ]1), grad([X
m,†
n ]2) >L2(B;A;R)=
=
1
16
< Xm,†n−1,Y
m+1,†
n−1 >L2(B;A;R)
+
(n+m+ 1)(n +m)
16
< Xm+1,†n−1 ,Y
m−1,†
n−1 >L2(B;A;R)
− (n+m+ 1)(n +m)
16
< Xm−1,†n−1 ,Y
m+1,†
n−1 >L2(B;A;R)
− (n+m+ 1)
2(n+m)2
16
< Xm−1,†n−1 ,Y
m−1,†
n−1 >L2(B;A;R) .
Having in mind the orthogonality of the set {Xl,†n ,Ym,†n , l = 0, . . . , n +
1, m = 1, . . . , n+1} with respect to the real-inner product (2) the previous
inner products vanish. To end the proof we remark that statements 6.
and 7. are already known from [7] because our constructed system is a
subsystem of the polynomials which were constructed in [7]. The expressions
for the hyperholomorphic constants, Xn+1,†n and Y
n+1,†
n , are consequence of
Theorem 3.1 and Moivre’s formula.
Remark 3.3. The surprising observation in statement 1. is that the scalar
parts of the A-valued homogeneous monogenic polynomials which were ob-
tained by applying the D operator to scalar-valued harmonic polynomials,
are strongly related to the original polynomials. This means nothing else
than that the scalar parts are orthogonal to each other. In this sense, it
reflects one of the most noteworthy properties of the system and it shows
an immediate relationship with the classical complex function theory in the
plane, where the real parts of the complex variables zn are also orthogonal
to each other. The same is valid for statements 3., 4. and 5. On the other
hand, statement 6. shows what happens when we calculate the hypercomplex
derivatives of the basis polynomials. In fact, a simple observation shows
that the hypercomplex derivatives of the referred polynomials also belong to
A as the polynomials themselves, being a multiple of the similar polynomial
one degree lower, like in the complex case. Finally, statement 7. shows that
among the homogeneous monogenic polynomials (8), there are hyperholo-
morphic constants.
We proceed to show that one can now easily derive from Lemma 3.1 and
inequality (7) the following pointwise estimates of our basis polynomials.
These estimates refine the ones obtained by the authors in [22].
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Proposition 3.3. For n ∈ N0 the homogeneous monogenic polynomials (8)
satisfy the following inequalities:
|Xl,†n (x)| ≤
1
2
(n+ 1)
√
(n + 1 + l)!
(n + 1− l)! r
n
|Ym,†n (x)| ≤
1
2
(n+ 1)
√
(n + 1 +m)!
(n + 1−m)! r
n,
for l = 0, . . . , n+ 1 and m = 1, . . . , n+ 1.
Proof. For simplicity we just present the calculations for the spherical mono-
genics Xln, the proof of Y
m
n is similar. Using Lemma 3.1 a direct computa-
tion shows that
|Xln(θ1, θ2)|2 =
(n+ l + 1)2
4
(P ln(cos θ1))
2(Tl(cos θ2))
2 +
1
16
(P l+1n (cos θ1))
2
+
1
16
(n+ l + 1)2(n+ l)2(P l−1n (cos θ1))
2
− 1
8
(n+ l + 1)(n + l)P l−1n (cos θ1)P
l+1
n (cos θ1)T2l(cos θ2)
≤ 1
4
(n+ 1)2
(n+ 1 + l)!
(n+ 1− l)! .
Note that the last inequality is also based on the estimate (7) for the
associated Legendre functions.
Since some of the further results are not only restricted to the unit ball,
from now on, we shall denote by X0,†,∗Rn ,X
m,†,∗R
n ,Y
m,†,∗R
n (m = 1, . . . , n+1)
the new normalized basis functions X0,†n ,X
m,†
n ,Y
m,†
n in L2(BR;A;R). By
using a similarity transformation, from [38] we state the following result:
Lemma 3.2. For each n, the set of homogeneous monogenic polynomials{
X0,†,∗Rn ,X
m,†,∗R
n ,Y
m,†,∗R
n : m = 1, ..., n + 1
}
(9)
forms an orthonormal basis in M+(BR;A;n). Consequently,{
X0,†,∗Rn ,X
m,†,∗R
n ,Y
m,†,∗R
n , m = 1, . . . , n+ 1;n = 0, 1, . . .
}
is an orthonormal basis in M+(BR;A).
Considering the orthonormal complete system (9) then the Fourier ex-
pansion of a square integrable A-valued monogenic function in L2(BR;A;R)
can be defined. Moreover, the Fourier series of f with respect to the referred
system in L2(BR;A;R) ∩ kerD is given by
f =
∞∑
n=0
[
X0,†,∗Rn a
0,∗R
n +
n+1∑
m=1
(
Xm,†,∗Rn a
m,∗R
n +Y
m,†,∗R
n b
m,∗R
n
)]
, (10)
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where for each n ∈ N0, a0,∗Rn , am,∗Rn , bm,∗Rn ∈ R (m = 1, . . . , n + 1) are the
associated Fourier coefficients.
Remark 3.4. Since by construction the system (9) forms an orthonormal
basis with respect to the real-inner product (2), we stress that the coefficients
a0,∗Rn , a
m,∗R
n and b
m,∗R
n (m = 1, ..., n + 1) are real constants.
Based on representation (10) and according to the fact that the polyno-
mials Xn+1,†,∗n and Y
n+1,†,∗
n are hyperholomorphic constants (see statement
7. Theorem 3.1), in [22] we have proved that each A-valued monogenic
function can be decomposed in an orthogonal sum of a monogenic ”main
part” of the function (g) and a hyperholomorphic constant (h). Next we
formulate the result.
Lemma 3.3. (Decomposition Theorem) A function f ∈M+(BR;A) can be
decomposed into
f := f(0) + g + h, (11)
where the functions g and h have the Fourier series
g(x) =
∞∑
n=1
(
X0,†,∗Rn (x)a
0,∗R
n +
n∑
m=1
[
Xm,†,∗Rn (x)a
m,∗R
n +Y
m,†,∗R
n (x)b
m,∗R
n
])
h(x) =
∞∑
n=1
[
Xn+1,†,∗Rn (x)a
n+1,∗R
n +Y
n+1,†,∗R
n (x)b
n+1,∗R
n
]
.
4 Estimates for A-valued monogenic functions
bounded with respect to their scalar part
The present section is connected with two classical assertions of the analytic
function’s theory, namely with Hadamard’s real part theorem and invariant
forms of Borel-Carathe´odory’s theorem on the majorant of a Taylor’s series.
In the one-dimensional complex analysis much effort has been done, dur-
ing the last century, regarding the study of the growth of holomorphic func-
tions in dependence of its real part. The existent estimates provide powerful
tools in the theory of entire functions. In particular, these inequalities and
their variants are applied in factorization theory (see Hadamard [23]) and
in approximation of entire functions (see Elkins [15]), the study of analytic
number theory (see Ingham [26], Ch.3), in mathematical physics (see Ma-
harana [36] and also [9]) or in applications to several partial differential
equations (see e.g. [24, 47]). The fundamentals in the study of different for-
mulations of inequalities containing the real part as a majorant have been
established by Jensen [27], Koebe [28], M. Riesz [42], Rajagopal [39, 40, 41],
Littlewood [34], Titchmarsh [46], Holland [25], Levin [33] and recently by
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Kresin and Maz’ya [29, 30]. The reference list does not claim to be complete.
Further references can be found in the books [6] and [30].
Among these inequalities is the Hadamard-Borel-Carathe´odory inequal-
ity for analytic functions in the disk DR = {z ∈ C : |z| = r < R} with f
bounded from above
|f(z)− f(0)| ≤ 2r
R− r sup|ξ|<R
|Re{f(ξ)− f(0)}|.
The same class includes inequalities for derivatives at the center of DR
with the real part of the function on the right-hand side of the inequality
and many other related estimates (see Jensen [27], Koebe [28], Rajagopal
[39, 40, 41], Kresin and Maz’ya [30]).
During the last years, generalizations of Hadamard-Borel-Carathe´odory’s
inequality have been considered for holomorphic functions in domains on a
complex manifold (see Aizenberg, Aytuna and Djakov [1]) and its extension
for analytic multifunctions (see Chen [10]). We note that recently first re-
sults on higher dimensional counterparts of Hadamard’s real part theorem
and its variants were obtained in the context of quaternionic analysis in
[19, 20, 21] and [38]. These estimates showed the possibility to generalize
the real-part theorems but the quality of the results was not satisfying. The
constants were very weak and the estimates could be only proved in balls of
radius r/2.
In the sequel, we shall introduce the notation
M(f , r) = max
|x|=r
|f(x)|, 0 ≤ r < R
to be used henceforth. This function of r is called the maximum mod-
ulus function of f . The next assertion contains an estimate for M(f , r)
in terms of |f(0)|, and the C-norm of the scalar part of f and one of its
other components. This estimate generalizes the famous Hadamard-Borel-
Carathe´odory’s theorem from complex one-dimensional analysis and refines
the result of the authors in [21].
Theorem 4.1 (Real-Part theorem). Let f be a square integrable A-valued
monogenic function in BR. Then, for 0 ≤ r < R we have the inequality
M(f , r) ≤ |f(0)| + 2r
(R− r)2
(
A1(r,R) sup
|ξ|<R
|Sc{f(ξ)}|
+A2(r,R) sup
|ξ|<R
|Sc{he1(ξ)}|
)
,
where
A1(r,R) =
√
2
3
(3R− r)(3R2 −Rr + r2)
(R− r)2 and A2(r,R) = 2(2R − r).
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Proof. The proof is analogous to the one of Theorem 8. from [21] with the
estimates stated in Proposition 3.3.
Remark 4.1. This theorem allows us to conclude that an A-valued mono-
genic L2-function f is bounded by a combination of its scalar part and one of
its other components, without determining the exact value of M(f , r) which
is very difficult or even impossible to obtain in most of the cases. As a
general estimate it gives much more information for the local behavior of
the maximum modulus of an A-valued monogenic function but, in fact, it is
not a complete analogy to the complex case. Therein, an analytic function
is only bounded by its real part. On the other hand, a simple observation
shows that analogously to the complex case the factor 1/(R − r) occurs in
our constants and not 1/(R − 2r) as it was shown by the authors in [21].
The reason is that the estimates stated in Proposition 3.3 refine the ones
obtained in [21].
There are several hints and arguments to accept the class of A-valued
monogenic functions orthogonal to the subspace of non-trivial hyperholo-
morphic constants (in L2(BR;A;R)) as very well adapted to the class of
holomorphic functions in the plane (for an account of such arguments, see
e.g. [21, 22] and [38] Ch.3). This is the reason to restrict the latter to this
subclass of functions. We get then a stronger result:
Corollary 4.1. Let f˜ be a square integrable A-valued monogenic function
in BR orthogonal to the non-trivial hyperholomorphic constants with respect
to the real-inner product (2). Then, for 0 ≤ r < R we have the inequality:
M(f˜ , r) ≤ |f˜(0)| +
√
2
3
2rA(r,R)
(R− r)4 sup|ξ|<R
|Sc{f˜(ξ)}|, (12)
where A(r,R) = (3R − r)(3R2 −Rr + r2).
Remark 4.2. The previous corollary states that an A-valued monogenic
function f˜ ∈ L2(BR;A;R)∩ kerD which is orthogonal to the non-trivial hy-
perholomorphic constants is bounded only by its scalar part. This underlines
in an impressive way a complete analogy to the complex case, where f−f(0)
is also orthogonal to the constants. We remind the reader that in the higher
dimensional case, we have to pay attention to the fact that the subspace of the
hyperholomorphic constants is much bigger than only the subspace generated
by f(0).
Remark 4.3. In (12) when r is sufficiently small, we have the local approx-
imation’s factor
√
2
3
18r
R
, instead of 2r
R
as it occurs in the complex case.
Replacing now f˜(x) by f(x) − f(0) in the resulting relation from the
previous corollary, we obtain a refinement of Hadamard’s real part theorem.
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Theorem 4.2. Let f be a square integrable A-valued monogenic function in
BR orthogonal to the non-trivial hyperholomorphic constants with respect to
the real-inner product (2). Then, for 0 ≤ r < R we have the inequality:
M(f − f(0), r) ≤
√
2
3
2rA(r,R)
(R− r)4 sup|ξ|<R
|Sc{f(ξ)− f(0)}|
with A(r,R) as in the previous corollary.
5 Estimates for A-valued monogenic functions by
the gradient
A natural question in this context is to ask whether one can also obtain
similar relations for the growth of an A-valued monogenic function in terms
of the growth of the gradient of its scalar part. The next theorem gives us
a first result.
Theorem 5.1. Let f˜ be a square integrable A-valued monogenic function
in BR orthogonal to the non-trivial hyperholomorphic constants with respect
to the real-inner product (2). Then, for 0 ≤ r < R we have the following
inequality:
M(f˜ , r) ≤ |f˜ (0)| + 4
√
2
r(2R − r)
(R− r)2 sup|ξ|<R
|grad(Sc{f˜(ξ)})|.
Proof. Let f˜ be written as Fourier series
f˜ =
∞∑
n=0
[
X0,†,∗Rn a
0,∗R
n +
n∑
m=1
(
Xm,†,∗Rn a
m,∗R
n +Y
m,†,∗R
n b
m,∗R
n
)]
,
where for each n ∈ N0, a0,∗Rn , am,∗Rn , bm,∗Rn (m = 1, ..., n) are the associated
Fourier coefficients. At first, notice that in the previous series the sum which
contains the variable m runs now only from 1 to n. This fact expresses
the supposed orthogonality to the hyperholomorphic constants Xn+1,†n and
Y
n+1,†
n . We prove some relations between the Fourier coefficients of f˜ and
the Fourier coefficients associated to the gradient of its scalar part. By
construction, the Fourier coefficients are real-valued and since the gradient
is a linear operator, then it becomes clear that the gradient of Sc(f˜) is
defined in the following way
grad(Sc(f˜)) =
∞∑
n=0
{
grad(Sc(X0,†,∗Rn ))a
0,∗R
n
+
n∑
m=1
[
grad(Sc(Xm,†,∗Rn ))a
m,∗R
n + grad(Sc(Y
m,†,∗R
n ))b
m,∗R
n
]}
.
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Multiplying both sides of the previous expression by the (orthogonal)
homogeneous anti-monogenic polynomials (see statement 4. Theorem 3.1)
{grad(Sc(X0,†,∗Rn )), grad(Sc(Xm,†,∗Rn )), grad(Sc(Ym,†,∗Rn )) : m = 1, ..., n}
and integrating over BR, we get the following relations:
a0,∗Rn =
‖X0,†n ‖L2(BR;A;R)
‖grad(Sc(X0,†n ))‖2L2(BR;A;R)
∫
BR
grad(Sc(f˜))grad(Sc(X0,†n ))dVR
am,∗Rn =
‖Xm,†n ‖L2(BR;A;R)
‖grad(Sc(Xm,†n ))‖2L2(BR;A;R)
∫
BR
grad(Sc(f˜))grad(Sc(Xm,†n ))dVR
bm,∗Rn =
‖Ym,†n ‖L2(BR;A;R)
‖grad(Sc(Ym,†n ))‖2L2(BR;A;R)
∫
BR
grad(Sc(f˜))grad(Sc(Ym,†n ))dVR,
for m = 1, . . . , n. We remark that originally the Fourier coefficients are
defined by the inner product of the function f˜ and elements of the space
M+(R3;A;n). Now we see that these coefficients, up to a factor, can also
be expressed as inner products of the gradient of the scalar part of f˜ and
grad(Sc(X0,†n )), grad(Sc(X
m,†
n )) and grad(Sc(Y
m,†
n )), respectively.
Considering f˜ written as in (11) and taking into account the maximum
modulus principle we have
|f˜ |r ≤ |f˜(0)|+ |g|R.
Using the previous estimates of the Fourier coefficients it follows that
|g|R ≤ 2
√
pi
3
√
R3 sup
|ξ|<R
|grad(Sc{f˜(ξ)})|
∞∑
n=1
[
|X0,†,∗Rn | ‖X0,†n ‖L2(BR;A;R)
‖grad(Sc(X0,†n ))‖L2(BR;A;R)
+
n∑
m=1
(
|Xm,†,∗Rn | ‖Xm,†n ‖L2(BR;A;R)
‖grad(Sc(Xm,†n ))‖L2(BR;A;R)
+
|Ym,†,∗Rn | ‖Ym,†n ‖L2(BR;A;R)
‖grad(Sc(Ym,†n ))‖L2(BR;A;R)
)]
.
Finally, applying Proposition 3.3 we obtain
|f˜ |r ≤ |f˜(0)| + 4
√
2 sup
|ξ|<R
|grad(Sc{f˜(ξ)})|
∞∑
n=1
( r
R
)n
(n+ 1).
Now, note that the last series is convergent for 0 ≤ r < R and the
theorem is proved.
6 Estimates for derivatives of A-valued monogenic
functions
As in the case of holomorphic functions in the complex plane we have to
wonder if also the growth of the derivative (here replaced by the hypercom-
plex derivative) can be bounded by the growth of the function. If this is
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possible, consequently, the behavior of the hypercomplex derivative can also
be estimated by the scalar part of the A-valued monogenic function. The
following theorem refines a corresponding result in [21].
Theorem 6.1. Let f be a square integrable A-valued monogenic function in
BR. Then, for 0 ≤ r < R we have the following inequality:
M
(
(
1
2
D)f , r
)
≤ 2
√
3
rR(5r + 4R)
(R− r)4 sup|ξ|<R
|Sc{f(ξ)}|.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the one of Theorem 9. from [21] with
the estimates stated in Proposition 3.3 and taking into account the equal-
ities for the homogeneous monogenic polynomials and their hypercomplex
derivatives (see Property 6. of Theorem 3.1).
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